Reconstitution of human telomerase reverse transcriptase expression rescues colorectal carcinoma cells from in vitro senescence: evidence against immortality as a constitutive trait of tumor cells.
Although in vitro establishment of new colorectal carcinoma (CRC) cell lines is an infrequent event, we have observed that primary cultures of CRC can be repeatedly and reproducibly initiated following in vitro plating of tumor-derived epithelial cells. These cultures, however, usually display a short life span as they undergo a limited number of cell passages before entering a state of irreversible growth arrest. In this study, we show that short-lived CRC primary cultures lack constitutive telomerase activity and undergo a senescence process characterized by progressive telomere shortening. Moreover, transduction of these cells with a retroviral vector encoding human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) is sufficient to reconstitute telomerase activity and allow immortalization. Detailed molecular characterization of hTERT-immortalized CRC cell lines confirms their individual tumor origin by showing expression of colonic epithelial differentiation markers, such as cytokeratin-20 (CK20), full match with class I and class II human leukocyte antigen genotyping of autologous B-lymphoblastoid cells, and presence of somatic mutations in key cancer genes (KRAS2, APC) identical to those of the corresponding autologous original tumor tissues. Moreover, functional characterization of hTERT-immortalized CRC cell lines shows that they have a transformed phenotype, being able to form colonies in soft agar and tumors in severe combined immunodeficient mice. Most interestingly, immunohistochemical analysis of original tumor tissues indicates that short-lived CRC primary cultures, although hTERT-negative in vitro, derive from hTERT-positive tumors. Taken together, our data show that, in a least subset of CRC, biochemical pathways involved in maintenance of telomere length, such as telomerase, are not activated in a constitutive way in all tumor cells.